Federal Data Compliance & Local Roads Integration
Background: The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) requires
every state Department of Transportation (DOT) to annually submit
certain roadway data for all public roads as part of the Highway
Performance Monitoring System (HPMS) and All Roads Network of
Linear Referenced Data (ARNOLD). FHWA currently recommends that
state DOTs submit additional data as part of the Model Inventory of
Roadway Elements (MIRE), in support of the Roadway Safety Data
Program (RSDP). Starting in 2026, FHWA will require annual submission
of the Foundational Data Elements (FDEs), a subset of the MIRE data
model.
Problem: The data required by FHWA are large and complex.
Responsibility for collecting and maintaining the required data elements is
often spread across multiple DOT divisions and districts. While not
responsible for collecting and maintaining the data for local roads, state
DOTs are responsible for reporting that data to FHWA. It can be difficult
and time-consuming to obtain, validate, transform, and integrate all of this
data from multiple sources, systems, and formats into the DOT’s linear
referencing system (LRS). Getting this data right is a must to ensure
proper state transportation funding and data-driven decision making.
Solution: AppGeo’s Federal Data Compliance & Local Roads Integration Services
● Identify gaps between your current roadway data and FHWA requirements for ARNOLD,
HPMS, MIRE, and NRN.
● Identify the best data sources (public domain and commercial) to help meet your needs.
● Plan, design, develop, and implement data sources, technologies, processes, scripts,
and applications to analyze and validate your roadway data against FHWA standards.
● Provide staff, tools, and training for data integration, processing, analysis, validation,
maintenance, and governance.
● Provide staff, tools, and training for submitting your ARNOLD, HPMS, and MIRE data.
Benefits:
AppGeo helped write the books on HPMS, ARNOLD, and MIRE, and we are currently working
on the National Road Network (NRN) Pilot and the U.S. Road Specification (USRS). We work
with Federal, State, and Local governments and we are experts at data integration. We also
work with a variety of commercial data providers, such as Google, HERE, and Hexagon. By
working with us, you can leverage our extensive experience and capabilities to:
● Integrate statewide up-to-date local roads data with your state LRS
● Create your required data submittals faster and easier
● Establish standards and best practices
● Improve your data quality through improved data analysis and validation
● Reduce the errors in your data submittals and the rework to correct those errors

For More Information: Please contact us at https://www.appgeo.com/services/#contact

Example: Arizona DOT
Since November 2017, AppGeo has worked with Arizona DOT to continuously improve their
ARNOLD, HPMS, and MIRE data. This work includes:
● Creating a large extraction of roadway characteristic data to help meet requirements
● Implementing Esri Data Reviewer validation checks to ensure that extracted data are
geometrically sound, meet ADOT’s business rules and extraction requirements, and
meet requirements
● Developing gap analysis scripts to assess data completeness and validity
● Developing and documenting data maintenance, stewardship, and governance best
practices
● Working with the Safety team to build MIRE compliant junctions data
● Making database schema recommendations for ARNOLD, HPMS, and MIRE
● Creating a training manual for RCI analysts
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